Billy Miller Makes a Wish
By Kevin Henkes
J F Henk 179 pages Realistic Fiction
On his 8th birthday, Billy Miller makes a
wish for something exciting to happen.
Right away, all sorts of not-so-great (but
very exciting) things start to happen.
Billy can’t help but think that his wish is
the reason why. He starts to think a
normal, boring summer is way better than
any kind of excitement. Will things settle
down for Billy and his family?

Kingston and the Magician’s
Lost and Found
By Rucker Moses
J F Mose 275 pages Mystery

Treasure of the World
By Tara Sullivan
J F Sull 376 pages Realistic Fiction
Twelve-year-old Ana lives with her
parents, grandmother, and brother Daniel
in Bolivia. Her father and Daniel work in
the mines nearby. Ana is determined to
obtain an education so that she can avoid
her fate of becoming a homemaker.
However, when her brother becomes very
ill from mining, she puts her dreams on
hold to take her brother’s place in the
mines. Will Ana find a way to make her dreams come true
while helping her family along the way?
Pawcasso
By Remy Lai
J F PAWCASSO 233 pages
Graphic Novel

Four and a half years ago, Kingston’s dad
Eleven-year-old Jo notices a dog with a
vanished through a mirror while
shopping basket and money wandering
performing a magic show. Shortly after,
down her street. Bored and lonely, Jo
Kingston and his mom relocated to
introduces the dog as her own, calling
Brooklyn. Now it’s time to return to Echo
him Pawcasso. When a controversy
City to help Kingston’s uncles save their
develops over Pawcasso walking around
home, a brownstone with their old magic
town off-leash, Jo must face the lie she’s
shop on the first floor. Will Kingston find let grow out of her control.
out what really happened to his father and discover if there is
any magic left in his hometown?
The Magic School Bus
Explores Human Evolution
By Joanna Cole
J 599.938 Cole 55 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction
Join Ms. Frizzle and her class
on an extraordinary field trip
through time! After working
on their individual family
trees, the classmates go back
3.5 BYA (billion years ago) to see where it all began. Ride
along on an exploration of the history of human evolution!

We Must Not Forget: Holocaust
Stories of Survival and Resistance
By Deborah Hopkinson
J 940.531809 Hopk 346 pages
Juvenile Nonfiction
Sibert Honor author Deborah Hopkinson
shares the stories of young people who
resisted and survived the horrors of the
Holocaust. The book is divided into
geographical locations, with stories from
Germany, the Netherlands, France, and
Poland. Additional resources provide
links to oral histories, interviews, and articles. WWII timelines
are also included in each section.

